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Freight and chronic disease in remote Indigenous communities—the 
story of an apple from tree to table 

Ian Lovell, Freight and Regional Development Consultant 

 

Source: The Healthy Food Access Basket Survey 2004 http://www.health.qld.gov.au/phs/Documents/shpu/30605.pdf, 1 January 
2007. 

No health and well-being issue in Australia as a whole is worse or more urgent than the 
appalling health status of Indigenous people. Part of the challenge involved is to improve access 
to good food and nutrition for such people, and for those of them in remote areas this poses 
particular cultural, transport, economic and management issues. (“Food security for Indigenous 
people in remote areas”, information paper, NRHA March 2006) 

Introduction 

 
Source: Michael Rettke SARDI 

http://www.health.qld.gov.au/phs/Documents/shpu/30605.pdf
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It is a real pleasure to share some thoughts about the relationship between freight and health in remote 
Indigenous communities. In doing so let us look at: 

• health facts and healthy nutritious food as a means of reducing health problems  

• key obstacles that need to be overcome 

• the freight challenge 

• William the Apple’s journey 

• the Cold Chain Bloopers Story 

• freight improvement initiatives 

– thawed product—North Queensland 

– freight performance review—APY Lands 

– cold chain improvements—Arnhem Land  

– fortnightly to a weekly service—East Kimberley 

– establishing a performance based service—Dampier Peninsula 

– assessing truck costs—West Coast SA 

• freight service performance checklist 

• integrating freight and health services  

• summary. 

Health facts and healthy nutritious food as a means of reducing health 
problems 

The National Rural Health Alliance [NRHA] states that1:  

• the health of remote Australians is poorer than that of people who live in the rest of Australia and 
this is particularly true for Indigenous Australians 

• Indigenous people are likely to die approximately 17 years earlier than other Australians 

• mortality rates for Indigenous men and women from endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases 
(including diabetes) are about 7 and 11 times those for other Australians 

• there are higher incidences of obesity, hypertension, high cholesterol, cardiovascular disease, 
diabetes and renal failure 

• Indigenous children under 2 years in the Top End of the Northern Territory have a malnutrition 
rate of 20% 

• Indigenous children are more likely to be admitted with skin diseases, infectious and parasitic 
diseases, endocrine, nutritional and metabolic disease than other Australian children 

• surveys of dietary indicators show that only 35.9% of Indigenous children in Western Australia eat 
adequate vegetables 

                                                           

1 Food security for Indigenous people in remote areas’ information paper, NRHA March 2006. 
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• there is a link between poor nutrition in early life and chronic disease later on 

• Indigenous people aged 15 and over were 1.3 times more likely [than] non-Indigenous people to be 
overweight 

• more Indigenous adolescents are young mothers and have to look after their own and their baby’s 
nutrition  

• more Indigenous mothers have diabetes 

• Indigenous babies are more likely to have a low birth weight and poor growth in early life. When 
these children grow up they are more likely to be overweight and have more decayed, filled or 
missing teeth 

• the issues of obesity, diabetes, high blood fats and hypertension are acute in the Torres Strait 
Islands. 

Sharon Laurence, Chair of the Remote Indigenous Stores and Takeaways Project, compares Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander’s [ATSI] health with that of Australia showing2: 

• ATSI life expectancy is 20 years less than the average life expectancies for all Australians 

• Leading causes of death compared to non-Indigenous population are 

– Cardiovascular disease—3 x higher  

– Cancer—1.3 x higher 

– Diabetes—6 x higher  

• Diet is an important risk factor for 56% of all deaths (Crowley et al, 1992). 

• There is substantial evidence that eating fruit and vegetables lowers the risk of cancer, obesity, 
diabetes and Cardiovascular disease (WHO 2003). 

Access to healthy food is seen as vitally important in the prevention and management of chronic 
disease and this is particularly important for remote Indigenous communities.  

Key obstacles to overcome 

Key obstacles to overcome in accessing healthy nutritious food are well summarised by the NRHA3 as: 

• the cost of the food itself 

• the income required to buy the food in the first place 

• governance of the community store 

• health hardware in the home for storage and preparation of the food and  

• the transport of the food from the source to the community. 

                                                           

2 Remote Indigenous Stores and Takeaway [RIST] National Transport Forum, Adelaide, 19 June 2006. 
3 Food security for Indigenous people in remote areas’ information paper, NRHA March 2006. 
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The cost of fresh food in remote communities is much, much higher than the cost in southern cities, 
averaging between 150–180% of capital city prices.4 Market Basket Surveys show that costs are:  

• between 25% and 50% higher for Indigenous communities in Cape York (Queensland) than in 
suburban Brisbane 

• around 40% higher in the Torres Strait than in Cairns 

• between 20% and 80% higher for Indigenous communities in the Pilbara and Kimberley regions of 
Western Australia than in Perth 

• more than 60% higher in Indigenous community stores in the Northern Territory than in Australian 
capital cities. 

 
From the Farm to the Kitchen Table: A Review of the Nutrient Losses in Foods Jane Ramberg, MS and Bill McAnalley, PhD 
September 1, 2002 GlycoScience & Nutrition Vol 3 No 5. 

In the Queensland Health Department’s ‘Healthy Food Access Basket Survey 2000’ freight costs are 
estimated as contributing 3–20% of the cost of goods in central and southern rural and remote areas in 
Queensland. Freight costs further north are much higher. 

The Freight Challenge 

Remote Indigenous communities are dependent on healthy food supplies to combat alarmingly high 
rates of chronic disease and to safeguard the future health of the young.  

Of the healthy foods that need to be consumed to counter health problems in remote Indigenous 
communities, more than 50% are perishable. There is therefore a real need for effective and affordable 
transport services to be available to all remote Indigenous communities.5 In order for fruit and 
vegetables to be fresh and appealing this means the service needs to be at least weekly and perishable 
products stored and carried in refrigerated conditions. 

Recognising that if we don’t get the food transport supply chain right then all other efforts fail, The 
Department of Health and Ageing funded the National Rural Health Alliance, in partnership with 

                                                           

4 http://www.eniar.org/news/pdfs/8_nutrition_health.pdf, 31 December 2006. 
5 http://nrha.ruralhealth.org.au/cms/uploads/publications/freight%20improvement%20tool%20kit.pdf, 31 December 2006. 
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RIST, to hold a National Food Transport Forum to address the freight challenges faced by many remote 
Indigenous communities.6  

The Forum was attended by over 70 people from around Australia representing remote Indigenous 
communities, stores, food suppliers, road, shipping and air freight service providers, refrigeration, 
temperature technology and transport software and systems experts. Senior Government officials and 
nutritionists also attended. 

The Forum tackled a wide range of freight issues in a practical and passionate manner and interest was 
expressed by a number of communities and stores in becoming involved in freight transport 
improvements as a result of the Forum. The Forum also obtained support in the form of: 

• DATSIP providing tender and freight contract documentation for use in development of a freight 
purchasing service guide 

• Sud-Chemie offering free trial use of its Thermo-Cap pallet covers to communities/operators 
delivering to communities 

• PKF offering free use of the Truck Cost Model to remote Indigenous communities wishing to use it.  

• The Department for Transport, Energy & Infrastructure [SA Govt] providing free use of the Group 
Freight Buying model and software 
http://www.transport.sa.gov.au/pdfs/freight/LAMP_update/GroupFreightBuyingGuidev142July2.pdf  

• Netspot hosting the videostreaming of the Forum for three months at no charge  

Since the Forum a Freight Improvement Toolkit has been developed as well as a Freight Services Guide 
dealing with contracting freight services, setting performance standards and assessing supply chain 
performance. Practical help has also been provided to improve a number of freight services to 
groupings of communities. You can access the toolkit on 
http://www.transport.sa.gov.au/pdfs/freight/LAMP_update/FreightImprovementToolKitforPerishableFoodstoRemoteAreas.pdf 

Based on work I have been involved in with a number of remote Indigenous communities it is clear 
that freight is vital to the well-being of communities. It is also clear some are getting excellent freight 
services, others an average service and others an abysmal service. 

Remote Indigenous communities face greater freight challenges than those in highly populated areas 
because of their: 

• remoteness 

• small freight volumes 

• incompatible mixed loads 

• location off the main freight routes in areas that are hard to get to 

• limited year round road/shipping access 

• fewer choice of freight companies 

• higher costs caused by infrastructure deficiencies including rough roads, difficult sea journeys, 
restricted port access, longer distances and journey time 

• low buying power with some suppliers giving their orders a low priority 

• need to place orders well in advance restricting ordering  
                                                           

6 Held in Adelaide on Monday 19 June 2006. 

http://www.transport.sa.gov.au/pdfs/freight/LAMP_update/GroupFreightBuyingGuidev142July2.pdf
http://www.transport.sa.gov.au/pdfs/freight/LAMP_update/FreightImprovementToolKitforPerishableFoodstoRemoteAreas.pdf
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• extended supply chain that makes it difficult to pinpoint the problem when something goes wrong 

• limited knowledge of how their supply chain works 

• feelings of disempowerment on freight issues. 

Interestingly when you discuss freight services with members of the community, suppliers, store 
managers and even some freight companies they talk in terms of freight being picked up, transported 
and delivered. What happens before pick up or after the goods have been delivered is often not 
considered. For perishable products this can mean the cold chain is not managed effectively. If we truly 
want to address freight problems we need to look at the supply chain more closely from start to 
finish—such as the journey of an apple from SW Perth to One Arm Point at the top of the Dampier 
Peninsula.  

 
Source: http://www.broome.wa.gov.au/visitors/kimberley.pdf, 1/01/07 

Why an apple? Considering the theme of the conference is health then what fruit could be more apt as 
we all know that ‘An apple a day keeps the doctor away’. Amongst other things apples provide us with 
vitamins, fibre and boron that aids the body’s absorption of calcium, promotes strong teeth and bones 
and helps guard us against osteoporosis. It is also listed as a healthy food. 

William the Apple’s journey 

 

William the apple comes from Donny Brook, South-east of Bunbury—the home of the Granny Smith 
apple—and lies in the heart of Western Australia’s original apple producing region. The journey from 
tree to table to the top of the Dampier Peninsula involves 34 steps, 10 chain players and 23 cold chain 
breaks.7 

                                                           

7 Points in the supply chain where the product is in ambient temperature. 

http://www.broome.wa.gov.au/visitors/kimberley.pdf
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Hand-pick fruit
into bags 

transfer gently 
to field bins

shade fruit in bins

load bins
to transport

transport to 
packing facility

unload

submerge fruit in 
water dump

South West WA to the Top of the Dampier Peninsula

 

wash

sort & grade
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hold in cold store
for transport

take out and load
to refrigerated

transport
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travel to Perth cold 
store [206 kms]

unload

place in cold storage

take out and load to
refrigerated transport

travel to transport 
consolidation point

unload

place in cold storage

 

take out and load to 
Broome bound 

refrigerated truck
travel from Perth to
Broome [2230 kms]

Unload at 
Broome depot

Place in cold storage

take out and re-pack 
to withstand rough 

road conditions

load to Dampier 
Peninsula transport 

refrigerated truck
travel to communities

On the Dampier 
Peninsula [220 kms]
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unload at 
delivery point

transfer to 
cold storage area

unpack

place in refrigerated
area in store

Customer selects
purchase

Customer pays 
for purchase

Customer consumes
purchase or takes 

it home for 
later consumption

 

Graphics prepared by Matthew Palmer Department for Transport, Energy & Infrastructure 

In itself each step in the chain is not rocket science but if someone fails to do the right thing it can 
severely affect the quality and out-turn of the product. If the product doesn’t get to the consumer in an 
appealing condition you can hardly expect them to keep coming back for more and of course their 
health suffers because of it. Consequently it is vitally important that everyone along the supply chain 
understands that if they are not doing it right it affects people’s health—and they are responsible for 
that. 

The Cold Chain Bloopers story 

Let me illustrate how supply chains sometimes fail by using real life examples in a Cold Chain Bloopers 
story. I’ve used Broome and the Dampier Peninsula in the story even though they have a good weekly 
freight service. All names and characters used are fictitious and the geographic locations are used for 
illustrative purposes only. 

William, Apple

Fred, Store Manager

Valerie, Supplier

Alice, Orchard Office 
Manager

Colin, Production
Manager

Bill, 
Meat 
Supplier

Norm: Perth
Depot

Darth: Broome 
Depot Supervisor

Larry: Dampier 
Peninsula truckie

 
Graphics prepared by Matthew Palmer Department for Transport, Energy & Infrastructure 
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‘It was a busy day at the store and Fred places his orders with his suppliers on Friday afternoon for 
delivery the following Thursday. Some product is coming from suppliers in Darwin and his meat, fruit 
and vegetables from Perth. There had been some talk about sourcing fruit and vegetables from 
Kunnanurra that is much closer but Fred is too busy to check that out. Sure it means the produce would 
be fresher and have a longer shelf life but there are just not enough hours in the day. That is also why 
his order is two days late. 

Receiving the order in Perth the supplier places orders with its fruit and vegetable producers in the 
hope that they can fill the late order and get the produce to Perth in time for loading on the Monday 
truck. Valerie has been handling orders from remote stores for about 8 years and is resigned to the fact 
that no matter how hard she tries orders still come in late. “They just don’t understand that when they 
place the order with me I have to then sort the order out and order each part of it from others. Not only 
that but where we get our apples from is over 200 kms away”. 

Down in one of the south west apple orchards Alice is just finishing up the office work for the day 
when an order for apples comes through on the fax for delivery to Perth on Sunday. “Colin” she says 
“can we fill this order for Valerie for Sunday delivery?” Colin shrugs and replies “Why can’t they get 
their orders in on time, they know with our large export program we can’t give them the best unless we 
get advance notice? Delivering on Sunday costs us more and they sure won’t pay the difference. I guess 
we’ll just have to pick them tomorrow even though we’ll be picking them too early and they’ll have a 
bitter pit taste”. 

On the Saturday the apples are hastily picked with a few getting bruised along the way. With all the 
work going on in the pack house to fill the major export order the apples aren’t processed until late in 
the day and don’t get properly cooled down [to -1C]. Early Sunday the apples are loaded onto the truck 
and delivered to Perth. “Sorry I couldn’t get a refrigerated truck today” the truckie says when he 
arrives to do the pick up. “Its going to be a scorcher today so I better get a move on”. 

Five hours later, having done some other pick-ups and drop offs along the way, the truck arrives in 
Perth. Valerie finds the apples, instead of being at -1C are at +12C. “Surely they know not to load hot 
fruit, after all apples soften twice as fast even at +4C, this is ridiculous but what can I do?” Quickly 
getting the apples put into cold storage Valerie hopes they won’t be too bad when they got delivered 4 
days later. “So long as everyone else keeps the apples at -1C they might not notice the difference” she 
thought. 

On Monday the Perth carrier arrives to pick up the apples to take to the depot where they load the long 
distance refrigerated truck. Loading the apples into the pick up truck Valerie notices the driver leaves 
the refrigeration unit running as the pallets are being put in. “ I hope that condensation doesn’t affect 
the packaging, after all its going to be a pretty rough journey over the next four days” she thinks. 

Pick ups completed the truck arrives at the depot, the pallets are unloaded inside the warehouse and 
kept in the shade—until all the other freight for the journey comes in. Bill the meat supplier delays 
things a few hours as he hasn’t got his consignment ready on time. By late afternoon the task of loading 
the frozen, chilled and fresh produce begins. “Put the freezer stuff in the front, chiller in the middle and 
fresh in the back” says Norm “Don’t worry about using those baffles to separate the freezer and chiller, 
we haven’t got time.” As you might expect William the apple is pretty hot and respiring hard and 
producing ethylene at a rate of knots. The celery alongside doesn’t like it as by the time it arrives it will 
be over-ripe. 

The trip from Perth to Broome is uneventful except halfway there the refrigeration unit on the truck 
fails. Having left late there is no time to stop so the driver presses on. Arriving in Broome on early 
Wednesday the truck is unloaded and the thawed meat and ice-cream quickly put into the terminal 
cold store. The fruit and vegetables go into the chiller, well as much as can fit. 

By midnight the Dampier Peninsula truck is loaded. “What are we going to do about this meat?” the 
truckie asks Darth the supervisor. “Don’t worry we never get checked by the food safety mob, load it 
and tell them it got a bit thawed out but it’s OK” Darth replies. Early Thursday before dawn the truck 
leaves. Larry the driver prides himself on being on time and the rough roads and wash aways you can 
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barely see in the dark are no problem to him, they just make the ride bumpier. Last trip he hit one so 
hard a few of the bolts holding the refrigeration unit came off. Still its still there—so no harm done. 

Arriving at the first store Larry is greeted warmly with a cup of coffee and is asked to wait a bit until 
the forklift comes over. An hour later still no forklift, they’ve run out of fuel. Not one to be troubled 
Larry agrees to do the delivery on his way back. At the next delivery he unloads the first store’s pallets 
to get to the next stores freight. This store doesn’t have a forklift and it takes two hours to hand unload 
both the store’s consignments and another hour to load the first store’s freight back onto the truck. 
During the three hours the truck doors are open and the cooling effect is lost. A few of the bags of fruit 
and vegetables fall apart because they are so wet and these are quickly picked up and put back in the 
truck.  

Thomas the Tomato is really suffering by now. 

 

Four stops later the truck arrives at its last stop. Forklift at the ready the truck is quickly unloaded by 
the store manager and the product quickly put away. “That meat is in shocking condition, it’s not fit for 
human consumption and look how the blood has got onto the other freight” says the store manager. 
“Don’t blame me” says Larry “I was told to load it and tell you it is OK”.  

“What about that vaccination fridge for the clinic, it’s badly damaged and they cost $7000 to replace” 
says the store manager as he surveys the leaking cartons of longlife and fresh milk that have had a 
pallet of soft drink loaded on top of them. “It’s an absolute disaster”. “Sorry mate” says Larry “it’s 
those rough roads they knock the freight around a bit, you should be used to it by now. Anyway got to 
be on my way I’ve still got the first store’s stuff on board, don’t want that to go off.” 

And what of William? Nestled on the shelf in the store he has lost his crunchiness, his skin is wrinkled 
and the inside of his flesh is bruised. “No one wants me” he sighs. Sure enough a few days later he is at 
the tip along with the meat—apart from what is sold for pet food. A couple passing by see the meat and 
decide to have a barbeque that night. “If we roast it hot it should be alright shouldn’t it?” one asks the 
other. “I reckon so” says the other. The Clinic gets flooded with patients suffering from food poisoning. 
Luckily no one dies—except William who having travelled 2700 kms expires uneaten and 
unappreciated.’ 
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Freight improvement initiatives 

The story of William paints a pretty bleak picture that could have been worse if it included some of the 
other things that can go wrong, such as incomprehensible invoices, abuse of market power and 
overcharging.  

Tom Waller, an experienced store manager, observations on what needs to be improved in terms of 
perishable freight8 are telling. 

The condition of the goods on arrival at remote communities is one of a general problem 
throughout remote area’s with goods on most occasions arriving covered with dust.  

Consideration should … be given to the extended storage of goods in transit. This can become an 
issue in the wet season when trucks are held up by closed roads and are required to hold goods 
either in a storage facility or within the truck itself. 

The situation at Ngiyali9 is similar to most communities and stores alike, in that the current 
freezer and refrigeration equipment needs to be desperately upgraded. To enable that to happen 
obviously considerable funds would need to be provided. 

On arrival at Ngiyali pallets loaded last need to be offloaded so as to access other pallets. These 
pallets are then placed on the ground waiting to be reloaded or to be stored in the Ngiyali 
facilities. The loading of goods to freezers at Ngiyali is all hand loaded so a pallet of frozen 
goods can take up to 45 minutes from the initial unloading to the placement in the freezer. This is 
a general problem and is not isolated to Ngiyali; we experienced similar problems at Billiluna 
and on a bigger scale. 

 
Billiluna Community At the junction of the Canning Stock Route and the Tanimi Road 180Kilometers South of Halls Creek: 
Picture provided by Tom Waller 

The issues raised by Tom can be addressed by: 

• ensuring trucks carrying the freight are properly sealed from dust 

• the carrier has appropriate refrigerated storage available at an all-weather point to hold goods in 
during the wet 

• the store being provided with the necessary freezer and chiller facilities to maintain the quality and 
safety of perishable products 

• forklifts being provided at stores to speed up unloading 

                                                           

8 Email 5/01/07. 
9 Located at Fitzroy Crossing in the Kimberley. 
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• the unloading and storage space being designed to accommodate forklift operations. 

I trust that the Outback Stores initiative by Indigenous Business Affairs might provide practical help in 
terms of ensuring infrastructure and materials handling equipment at the stores are up to scratch. 

Despite the freight difficulties experienced by stores and remote Indigenous communities I’m pleased 
to say that there are examples of things being done well and real progress being made. Hopefully the 
following examples may encourage further improvements. 

Fortnightly to a weekly service—East Kimberley 
In the East Kimberley three communities are working together to rationalise and improve their freight 
services. Perishables are now available every week compared to every fortnight and freight costs have 
reduced. Despite the commitment made to work together there is still have some way to go to really get 
the best out of the service. 

Thawed Product—North Queensland 
In the far North of Queensland a store is often receiving thawed product and is concerned at the food 
safety risk as well as product quality. By mapping the supply chain and using temperature data loggers 
we trust the problem can be diagnosed and a solution found.  

Freight Performance Review—APY Lands 
In the APY Lands the Communities have adopted the Mai Wiru Stores policy that has healthy foods 
high on its agenda. It also involves group buying of supplies and freight services. As part of a quality 
program they will shortly be undertaking a performance review of their freight services to ensure the 
service operates the best it can. 

Cold Chain Improvements—Arnhem Land  
Many of the communities rely on sea transport and a typical operation is shown below. 

 

In this example the product is loaded into containers in Darwin and taken to its destination where the 
goods are taken out of the containers and then transferred to the store. For perishables this can involve 

A REMOTE 
SEA 

FREIGHT 
SUPPLY CHAIN

Source: Perkins Shipping
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some considerable time out of cold storage and results in product warming. To counter this cold chain 
break The Arnhem Land Progress Association [ALPA] has bought some re-usable thermo pallets covers 
that are placed over the pallets and helps keep the product cool. An example of a pallet cover is shown 
below.  

 
Source: Sud-Chemie 

In addition, with one community where the store is 2 hours away from the port and no refrigerated 
transport available ALPA is investigating buying a refrigerated container with a diesel powered clip on 
generator so product can be kept cool from wharf to store.  

 
Source: Thermo King, http://thermoking.com/tk/index.asp, 5/01/07 

This will allow for direct transfer of perishable food from the shipping container to the land transport 
container minimising cold chain breaks. The land based refrigerated container will also provide the 
store with additional freezer/chiller capacity it can use each week and during the wet. 

Establishing a Performance Based Service—Dampier Peninsula 
In the West Kimberley on the Dampier Peninsula communities were told by their existing carrier that it 
would cease its services to them as the rough road conditions were causing damage to their truck that 
was unaffordable.  

Working together and setting personal considerations aside, other carriers were invited to bid for the 
business and a carrier selected to take the service on. Unfortunately the carrier found that the terminal 
in Broome that it thought it would use was not available and withdrew its offer. Another carrier that 
had also bid was selected albeit at a higher cost and the service secured.  

In its bid the carrier made it clear that if it found the road conditions to be not as bad as expected in 
terms of wear and tear on the vehicle then it would reduce its rates. With the Broome Shire putting 
extra grading capacity on the road the carrier, Nexus Freight, lowered its price.  

http://thermoking.com/tk/index.asp
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In putting the contract together the stores made it clear it wanted a quality service for perishable food 
products in order to support the health of their communities. They also wanted to be able to measure 
performance. It seems they have achieved their objective. 

Assessing Truck Costs—West Coast SA 
Currently two communities that share a common freight route operate their own truck. They plan to 
see what might happen if they work more closely together. 

All these initiatives are encouraging and are backed up by resources recently produced such as: 

• the Freight Improvement Tool Kit 

– covering freight management, governance, group freight buying, performance measurement, 
food safety and quarantine, cold chain management and mixed loads 

• the Remote Indigenous Communities and Stores Freight Services Guide 

– covering getting freight services, assessing bids and contracts and assessing service 
performance 

A freight checklist is provided in the next section to assist improve freight services to remote 
Indigenous communities.  

 

 

  

Source: http://thermoking.com/products/riskmanagement/TK51807-1.pdf 

http://thermoking.com/products/riskmanagement/TK51807-1.pdf
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Freight Service Performance Checklist 

The following checklist, adapted to specific communities or groups of communities can assist shape 
your freight service and assess its performance. If you answer no in any of the sections it may mean 
that you need to take steps to turn things around. 

Performance Checklist Comment 

Is enough Healthy Food being ordered?  

Is the order being placed by the store with the supplier on time?  

Are perishable product temperature and handling instructions 
being communicated with the order? 

 

Is the product being supplied as ordered?  

Is the product properly packed for the journey?  

Is the order made up by the supplier ready for pick up and/or 
delivered to the carrier depot on time? 

 

Is the carrier completing pick ups on time?  

Are products packed by the supplier and carted by the carrier 
suitably separated/protected to prevent cross contamination and 
dust? 

 

Is the long-haul transport leaving and arriving on time?  

Are schedule changes pre-notified to the satisfaction of the 
supplier, carrier and/or store? 

 

Do the inbound services to the regional transfer depot meet the 
schedule for truck to truck transfer? 

 

Is the regional truck loaded in drop order?  

Is any carry over freight pre-agreed with the store?  

Are stores advised of short shipments pre-delivery?  

Is priority given to perishable food deliveries?  

Is there an agreed and effective ‘wet’ strategy in place?  

Are the truck-trailers used sufficient to handle the freight 
volumes? 

 

Is the refrigerated truck suitable and equipped with air bag 
suspension? 

 

Is there adequate freezer and chiller space in the store?  

Is the store designed to be forklift friendly? Does it have one to 
use for unloading? 

 

Is the store ready to receive each delivery on time [labour and 
equipment]? 
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Performance Checklist Comment 

Is the product delivered on time?  

Is the product delivered in full?  

Is the product undamaged upon delivery?   

Are thermo pallet covers available & used appropriately?  

Is the perishable food temperature checked: by supplier & carrier 
at pick up, in transport, at the regional freight transfer point, on 
receival by the store, in the store? 

Are temperature data loggers used? 

 

Is the temperature data logger information examined for each 
trip? 

 

Are transport and refrigeration equipment and thermometers 
regularly checked and maintained satisfactorily? 

 

Is the driver properly trained and skilled at handling perishable 
food products? 

 

Are the carrier and supplier invoices clear & accurate?  

Are damage claims promptly submitted to the carrier and 
efficiently processed in a timely manner? 

 

Is action taken when problems occur? How effective is it?  

Is a regular performance log maintained?  

Are there regular performance discussion held between 
suppliers, carriers and stores? Are they effective? 

 

Is Indigenous training & employment offered or provided by the 
carrier? 

 

Is the carrier able to carry gas bottles, whitegoods and building 
materials on a regular basis? 

 

 

The results of an improved freight service can be most rewarding to all concerned. Not long after 
Nexus Freight started its Dampier Peninsula weekly service feedback I received from stores was as 
follows: 

Without exception everyone was delighted to get their freight delivered on-time, in full and in 
good condition. 

The out-turn of the fruit and vegetables is outstanding. 

We’ve never seen ice in the broccoli cartons before. 

We were contacted the day before delivery and asked if some of our dry goods could be 
delivered the following week as the truck was pretty full. This was fine with us and a refreshing 
change—we’ve never been consulted before. 

Our kids eagerly await the truck to get more fresh fruit. 
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Integrating health and freight services 

We see considerable co-operation and assistance being provided to improve health in remote 
Indigenous communities in terms of eating healthy foods and stocking the right foods and quantities in 
the stores. At the National Transport Health Forum in Adelaide in 2006, funded by the Australian 
Government Department of Health and Ageing, there was a high level of co-operation between the 
health sector, Indigenous communities and stores as well as freight service providers.  

In terms of providing resources a fair bit has been done to produce material to assist freight 
improvements and I have been pleased to be part of the post forum project facilitating freight 
improvements with a number of parties and working closely with health officials to bring them to 
fruition.  

It has also been most gratifying to see the commitment to provide practical assistance to remote 
Indigenous communities confirmed in a tripartite arrangement within the South Australian 
Government agencies of Health, Transport and Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation. 

It has also become very evident that most remote Indigenous [and non Indigenous] communities and 
stores are under skilled and under resourced.  

This is particularly so in terms of understanding how freight and the supply chain works and what 
needs to be done in terms of managing the cold chain to see that perishable food gets to the store in top 
condition. This is due not through lack of willingness but rather lack of time and knowledge. There are 
also tensions that need managing, particularly where parties need to work together [e.g. to group 
freight buy] and this is sometimes difficult to accomplish if you are an ‘insider’, have a vested interest 
or are constrained by cultural factors. 

It seems to me that there is a role in improving freight that can be played by health agencies and health 
officers based in remote Indigenous communities—after all many experience problems with their 
freight.  
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This could involve Clinics: 

• examining and mapping their freight arrangements, particularly for temperature sensitive goods 

• actively monitoring their orders and deliveries 

• maintaining a performance record 

• using re-usable temperature data loggers for all temperature sensitive shipments 

• analysing the results to diagnose where problems are occurring 

• taking corrective action. 

A number of clinics already do this. 

Once Clinics have this system in place, they could offer to: 

• show the store managers what they are doing 

• mentor the store managers to establish a similar process 

• provide data logger analysis on a regular basis. 

Certainly all clinics have a high workload but if they already are monitoring and analysing supply 
chain performance as part of their health responsibility to ensure the efficacy of vaccines and 
medications then is it really too great a thing to ask? 

Another initiative that might be considered is raised by Tom Waller an experienced store manager who 
states: 

The need for a professional approach to the overall freight arrangements for communities needs 
to be put in the hands of a professional broker or persons with the experience and knowledge of 
the freight industry. Store managers and administrators do not have the time or expertise to 
source this essential service. In most cases the associated fees could be offset against savings 
achieved through competitive pricing. Fees could also be shared with other communities giving 
all parties bigger and better bargaining powers.10 

Building on this idea, perhaps remote Indigenous community leaders, their stores and the Health and 
Transport Departments might collaboratively seek funding for the employment of a part-time freight 
service facilitator or a number of regionally accessible freight facilitators? The facilitators would 
provide advice and facilitation as needed and also focus on improving freight management skills in 
stores and communities. Part of their role would be to transfer these skills to Indigenous people living 
in the remote areas. The facilitator[s] could also act as a trouble shooter and be an honest broker to help 
communities work through freight issues and increase the level of co-operation between communities. 
Naturally the freight facilitator[s] would need to have no vested interest in freight companies, business 
activities in the community or close relationships with other service providers, suppliers or 
supermarkets.  

Summary 

In this paper I have sought to raise awareness of how inextricably linked the health of remote 
Indigenous communities is to healthy foods and that freight is a critical element that cannot be ignored. 
When freight arrangements fail it brings all the other best efforts undone.  

                                                           

10 Tom Waller email to Ian Lovell 5/01/07. 
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I’ve also tried to show through the story of William the apple how cumulative mistakes in the supply 
chain can be compounded and how a better understanding and interest in cold chain and supply chain 
management can overcome this. 

Where are we now? The National Transport Forum has done a great deal to engage a number of 
communities that are actively improving their freight and perishable food supply chains, but they are 
the tip of the Iceberg.  

Understandably Health Agencies see freight as important but not part of their business and with the 
exception of South Australia it seems transport departments don’t have the expertise or resources to 
provide the practical on-ground help that is needed. Without help for remote Indigenous communities 
to improve freight we really are between the ‘devil and the deep blue sea’. 

Where are we now

 

I urge all of you to use your influence, however small or great that might be, to find the resources to 
help remote Indigenous communities improve their freight services and establish national access to 
better freight skills and facilitation services. It really will make a difference to the health agenda and 
improve access to healthy nutritious food that is both appealing and more affordable. 

Presenter 

Ian Lovell is qualified with a BA Hons in Comparative Studies in government, economics and sociology 
and has extensive overseas experience. Over the last 12 years he has been working as Freight Transport 
Co-ordinator, Ports and Logistics, for the South Australian Department for Transport, Energy and 
Infrastructure. Prior to this, Ian ran his own consulting company involved in trade, transport logistics, 
international marketing and regional development. Over the years, Ian has been involved in 
government in the areas of freight logistics, overseas trade, manufacturing industry, economic 
development, commercial shipping and small business. He was responsible for the establishment of 
South Australia’s Small Business Advisory Unit in the late 1970s. In the private sector Ian has worked 
in research, marketing, trade, road transport, shipping, airfreight and import/export and consulting. 
Since 1987 Ian has been a member of the International Cargo Handling Co-ordination Association, was 
its South Australian Chair in 1992 and 1993 and is now its National Company Secretary. Ian assisted in 
the formation of the SA Freight Council, the National Cold Chain Centre and the development of a 
freight logistics management system now known as Australian Logistics Assured. Ian has delivered a 
wide range of papers on Cold Chain Logistics Management for food and pharmaceuticals. Ian has also 
been involved in freight improvement initiatives for remote Indigenous communities in South 
Australia, including work on freight to the APY Lands and development of group freight-buying 
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software systems. He recently has been involved as Forum Facilitator in the Remote Indigenous Stores 
and Takeaway National Transport Forum, has prepared a Freight Improvement Toolkit and is trialling 
it in a number of remote Indigenous communities in the NT, WA and SA. Ian is also involved in 
developing a supply chain risk management and skills development model for horticulture and 
seafood products for the Primary Industries Skills Development Board. While not a South Australian 
by birth, Ian chooses to live in Adelaide because of its quality of life that he fully enjoys with his wife 
Julie. Their preferred pastime is four-wheel driving and camping in the outback and this has enabled 
him to visit a large number of remote areas in Australia from its centre to the top of Cape York, the 
Northern Territory, the Kimberley region and points south in Australia. This nicely complements Ian’s 
love of fishing, fresh fish, cooking and water sports.  
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